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Speaker for September 19th, 2010
Astrological Dowsing
by Tom Muldoon

F

or many people, Dowsing comes
naturally, others have to learn the art.
Regardless, we all need all the help we can
get.
Tom will present an interesting idea: ‘Can
Astrology offer any clues to help develop your
Dowsing skills?’
Astrology and Numerology have been Tom’s
life and passion for over 35 years. Tom gives readings and produces
his own Astrological newsletter. When he was introduced to the
Dowsers Society of NSW, he began to wonder if his life interest
could help him understand a little more about the wonderful ‘gift’
of being able to dowse.
His vast experience on the subject and his natural presentation
skills should combine to make this presentation a stunner.
Come along and find out what he has to say in his own inimitable
way.
You can also refer to his website:
www.thomasmuldoon.com.au
You won't be disappointed!
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From the President

W

hat a relief to know that the General Election is over, fascinating
though it has been. As in much of modern life the skulduggery was
never far away and now the spin doctors are busy setting the record straight
regarding treachery and disloyalty as the winners and losers scramble for
advantage in a hung parliament.
We have all chosen to live in the world, so a wonderful antidote to the
unsolicited advice from pollies are the readings from SpiritLibrary.com which
are sent to my computer daily. All freely available. They are a reminder that
we are spiritual beings, spending just a short while here as part of our
ongoing training and development. They talk about Love rather than Power
or Fear and are gathered from many countries and dimensions.
All this is not new. We all have our favourite inspiring writers, Lao Tse,
Marcus Aurelius, Rumi, Hafiz, Rainer Maria Rilke, etc. to whom we can
turn at moments of uncertainty. Philosopher poets like Goethe, Shakespeare
and others are beacons of light when our vision becomes clouded. As my
mother told me in an early channelling, Love goes on forever.
When Pluto moved into Capricorn the astrologers told us that we can
expect fundamental transformation in all of the world’s structures. All of
the great religions speak of a time of upheaval leading to a Golden Age.
Apparently, that’s where we are at the moment. So if we can accept that and
have faith that all is well and unfolding perfectly, we can view all the changes
as beneficial.
So if I can raise my glass to you in a toast, it is of course half full, I wish you
many happy days, many exciting revelations and insights, many beautiful
dowsing moments. See you soon.
Best wishes
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Noel
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Discovering Australian
Archaeological Anomalies
By Pauline Roberts

A

recent call for papers on Archaeological Dowsing by the British Society
of Dowsers’ Earth Energies Group gave me food for thought. In
Australia, some of the latent Aboriginal sites can be determined by dowsing,
as can the energy structures built into, or perhaps caused by them. However
to me, archaeology is more about revealing previous tangible structures
and societal evidence and as such is a pursuit aimed at delivering solid proof
of the outline of a wall, well or temple previously unknown, the burial
place of some treasure or artifact, for example.
The ‘problem’ with Australia of course is that the Aborigines did not
seemingly build physical structures like many other cultures; or if they did,
we are quite unaware as to their presence, form or function. This doesn’t of
course mean that we can’t divine them, just that at the moment, I for one,
don’t know where to start!
Nevertheless, dowsing Down Under should not be related purely to the
infrastructure that occurred after the ‘colonial’ invasion of the 1770s, because
discoveries have shown that Australia certainly has a fair share of solid
archaeological artifacts which belong to other cultures.
Despite standard historical accounts, classical records from both the Near
and Far East do suggest that Australia was, at the very least, visited by other
cultures, in particular the Chinese, Egyptians and Phoenicians before Captain
Cook claimed it for Blighty in the 18th Century. The Northern outline of
Australia appears clearly on Arabian maps of 820 AD and we know through
shipwrecks and sea logs that the Dutch set foot in Western Australia from
the early 1600s.
The list of ‘archeological anomalies’ for want of a better expression is long
and intriguing. Egyptian mythology and funerary practices have seemingly
4
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been adopted by the Aborigines
of Australia’s Northern reaches
in contrast to southern and
central Aboriginal belief systems;
and numerous decorative swabs
and Egyptian and Greek coins
have been found in Northern
Queensland. ‘By way of return’
perhaps, kangaroo bones, ebony
gold inlaid boomerangs and
Australian eucalyptus resin and
sapphires have been found in Egypt and the Mediterranean. If the
boomerang discovery is verified as of Aboriginal descent, it would be
interesting to speculate who taught whom the clever aerodynamics
boomerangs utilise.
Contemporary historians tend to refute the findings of ancient coins as
those dropped by 20th Century European collectors, even when unearthed
in virgin rainforest and buried several feet down. Just who would take their
collection for such a walk, let alone lose it in the bush, never gets answered.
I suspect there are more examples to be found since Australia has a land
mass close to the size of the US but only 22 million inhabitants, most of
whom live in the 5 major coastal cities. The potential for more artifacts to
be unearthed inland is probably high, particularly as Australia’s centre was
not always the dry and harsh environment we think of today. In the states
of Queensland and New South Wales, there is good evidence of pre
European open cut mines for copper, tin and gold, which may explain why
the Sumerians spoke of Aurali as the ‘Land of the shiny lodes’, and to the
Phoenicians it was Ophir the ‘Land of Iron’.
But what has all this got to do with dowsing I hear you ask?
Well, before I share an example of colonial archaeological dowsing, for I
haven’t found any Phoenician vases as yet, I’d like to discuss briefly how
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2010
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some of these archaeological
anomalies were found. Many are
reported as finds ‘by accident’ during
the digging of fence posts, the
ploughing of land or excavation of
stones for building purposes. My
point is that I wonder whether these
finders are dowsing without realising
it: their brain state is likely to be one
of detached concentration, very
dowsing, thus the post hole gets
drilled in the ‘right’ spot and then the
sun casts a glint on the uncovered
object at just the right moment so it
catches the eye. How many find
reports I wonder are prefaced by “I’d
never have seen it except I just happened”
or “I just felt here was the place to dig”. After all, very few of the finders set out
to find that Egyptian scarab or Greek coin, just think what they might be
able to do after being taught to dowse!
Anyway, now for an example of conscious archaeological dowsing: Sarah
Cowper and I were dowsing around the shoreline of Sydney’s Middle
Harbour, looking for evidence of past Aboriginal inhabitation (as is our
wont) when our rods led us to a huge sandstone rock some 100m from the
high tide mark. We could feel the energy emanating from this rock and
“yes” I thought fancifully, “this would be a good spot on which Aboriginal
people could sit and eat their daily collection of shellfish and samphire”.
But my rods continued to pull and led persistently to the more covered side
of the rock. As I wriggled between the vines, cobwebs and straggly growth,
and trod carefully on the piles of dead leaves and detritus of the ages, ever
mindful of how displeased the legendary Funnelwebs were likely to be at
yet another ‘colonial invasion’.
6
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I saw some faint markings. The date given is 17.9.89, which we quickly
realised referred to 1889, since the plaque was beautifully engraved with
florets and curves and had to be the work of a gifted stonemason, definitely
not a piece of 1989 graffiti. The engraving feels very personal, almost good
enough to be an epitaph or head stone in case the ship didn’t make if back
to Blighty as was hoped.
One of our party, Richard Pigot, did remarkably find out a little about
Thomas Georgeson. The area we were in, which used to be called
Powderhulk Bay, was where powder hulks such as the ‘Behring’ were moored
for storage of explosives before land magazines were built at Bantry Bay
around 1915. Thomas Georgeson is mentioned as being involved with the
powder hulks, and of course fresh explosives would need to be brought
from England to satisfy the new building demands, hence perhaps the back
& forth travel.
It is rather fitting though, that through dowsing, over 111 years later, Thomas
Georgeson’s wish to commemorate his departure to Newcastle is once again
brought to our attention, thanks to dowsing.
Reprint from Dowsers Society of NSW Inc Volume 13, No 3
References:
I . Gilbert Deem 1999 Ancient & Mysterious Discoveries in Australia.
Forward Hand Publishing, QLD Australia.
2. www.awarenessquest.com for a list of ‘archaeological anomalies’ and
other sites of similar interest. Discernment by dowsing suggested.
3. Rex Gilroy. Australia Land of the Pharaohs. Imagine Magazine. Issue
No 2. Australia.
4. Rex Gilroy. 1995. Mysterious Australia. Nexus Publishing. QLD,
Australia.
5. Richard Pigot. 2000. Private communication. Sydney. Australia
6. BSD EEG via mm~.geomanpy.org/bsdeeg
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Gems and Their Auras
By Mick Moran, from the Dowsing Society of Victoria

O

ne day while dowsing, my wife asked me something in regards to
dowsing I couldn’t answer. Can you dowse the aura of gems? This
was something I had never thought about before. I said I had no idea if
gems put off an aura big enough to detect by dowsing, but thought it would
be easy to find out. With that I took a beautiful single pointed Lapis Lazuli
pendant I often wear and placed it on the kitchen table in readiness for my
dowsing. I stood back about 3 metres and slowly walked towards it with a
dowsing rod in hand, concentrating on the aura of the Lapis. I was quite
surprised when the rod swung while 1 was still 2 metres from it. I guess that
answered that question.
Yes, it seems that the aura of gems can in fact be detected with dowsing. I
was now quite curious as to how strong the aura of some of the other gems
I had were. The next gem I checked was one I thought would be the strongest,
Clear Quartz Crystal.
Quartz crystals are supposed to be the bees’ knees of gems, an all round
healing crystal. To my surprise its aura only measured about 1 metre. I then
tried a piece of Rhodonite. It was the same size as the quartz, about 1
metre.
ysoprase. This time I thought
I also had a beautiful pendant made of Chr
Chrysoprase.
my dowsing had let me down as the rod swung while I was over 3 metres
away from the pendant. I thought this very strange. I wasn’t sure why the
Chrysoprase would test so strong.
I then tested a large piece of Tektite, in the shape of a dumb bell and
measuring 90mm in length. I had the feeling it wouldn’t have a large aura,
but 1 was curious to find out. This time I could detect nothing, no aura at
all. I know everything is made of energy, and therefore it should have an
aura, but in this case it was too small to detect.
8
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Next I tried one of the most
interesting pieces in my
collection. It’s called Trinitite. It’s
a glassy substance that was
formed when the first atomic
bomb was detonated in the
desert of New Mexico in the USA
in 1945. The glass was formed
when the sand from the desert
was melted under the extreme
heat of the atomic blast. Trinitite is now collected by gem dealers and sold
around the world. Although Trinitite is still classed as having very low levels
of radiation and is safe to collect, it’s unwise to touch it. Did it have an aura?
I had a pretty good idea it wouldn’t but I was curious to find out. However,
I wasn’t surprised that the Trinitite was completely lifeless. No detectable
aura at all. Although the Trinitite would only register 1 click on a Geiger
counter per hour, I wondered if I could detect the radiation coming off it.
I was quite surprised to find I could detect it from a distance of 1 metre. I
guess I won’t be putting it under my pillow any time soon, at least not for
the next 25 million years.
Last year I ran a class in dowsing in Ballarat (central Victoria), and it turned
out to be quite successful as all those present soon learnt to dowse. We had
organised a field trip soon after but due to inclement weather, (yes we are
talking about the weather in Ballarat which is renowned for its chill factor!)
it had to be postponed twice.
When the field trip finally took place the weather was perfect. The
temperature was in the mid 20’s, bright sunshine and light winds. A perfect
day for dowsing. We dowsed many interesting things that day from mine
shafts to ley lines running through the centre of a volcanic cone. One thing
I was interested to see was if anyone else could detect the aura of gems.
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I had taken two pendants with me that day. A quartz crystal and a Lapis
Lazuli. I first asked the group to check the aura of the quartz. They could all
detect the aura and they all thought it was about 1 metre in size. This was
the same size as I had detected a few days before. They then checked the
aura of the Lapis, and found it to be the same, about 1 metre. I said I found
the aura to be approximately 2 metres. I couldn’t work out why there was
such a big difference. One of the members of the group owns a gem shop,
and he said that some of my own energy could be attached to the Lapis and
this is why I was getting a much bigger reading than everyone else. I wasn’t
quite sure what to make of this, but I was keen to find out more.
Most of us have heard you must cleanse newly acquired gems to remove
any negative energies that may be attached to them. I have always done this
despite not knowing what the hell I was doing, or whether it made any
difference. Now was my chance to find out if this worked. There are many
different ways to cleanse gems including smudging, using sea salt and of
course clean fresh water. I didn’t know anything about smudging and I
didn’t have any sea salt, so it had to be water.
The traditionalists might say the water has to have come from freshly melted
snow from the Himalayan Mountains, and has to be collected on the night
of a full moon and placed in a bottle made of pure crystal. Or something
like that. I had the water from the tap in the kitchen sink which I thought
would do fine. First things first. Wash the dishes. After clearing the sink
from dirty dishes I held the Lapis pendant under the tap and ran some cool
water over it.
While this was going on I asked that all energies, whether they be positive
or negative, and any other energies that may be attached to the pendant, be
removed. I let the water run for about 30 seconds before removing the
pendant. I didn’t have a towel made of wild Himalayan goat hair to dry the
pendant, but I did have a bath towel made in China which did the job
beautifully. I made sure not to touch the pendant while drying it so as to not
interfere with its aura. I rechecked the aura of the Lapis and found it had
10
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reduced to 1 metre. It appears my
energy had been imprinted on the
pendant altering its energy and
therefore its aura.
Next I wanted to find out what was
going on with the Chrysoprase. It
seemed to have a massive aura
compared to the size of the pendant.
I decided to cleanse it to get rid of
any energies that may have made a
home on the pendant and see what
happened. The aura had gone from
over 3 metres to about 1.5 metres after
cleansing, but within 15 minutes it
had grown to 2 metres.
The Chrysoprase aura was growing. It was hanging on the wall with no one
going near it, but the energy coming off it was increasing. How very strange.
After 30 minutes the aura had reached 3 metres and still growing. It was
lucky I had it hanging in a large room as I didn’t want to move it until the
experiment was finished. After 45 minutes the aura had reached its maximum
of 4 metres. I have no idea why the aura had increased in size and in such
a short time span. It wasn’t placed near any other crystals, nor was it near
anything else that could account for the increase. I have done this experiment
a number of times and in a number of different locations. The results have
always been the same. I guess this is going to be another one of those
strange and wonderful things that seem to have no logical reason for it
happening.
When someone cleanses a crystal with the use of sea salt, smudging or by
the use of water, what exactly is it that removes the energy, good or bad,
from the crystal? I believe it’s not the water or the salt or the smoke from the
incense, but it’s the intent of the person involved. With the aura of the
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2010
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Chrysoprase out to 4 metres I placed it on the table in front of me, and with
the use of a pendulum to focus my intent, I asked that all energy be removed.
The pendulum moved in circles for about 60 seconds before stopping. I
rechecked the aura of the Chrysoprase and found it had reduced to just over
a metre. All objects must have some energy, if they didn’t, they wouldn’t
exist. Therefore it is impossible to remove all the energy from the
Chrysoprase.
What conclusions can be made from this? As many crystals and gems can’t
be cleansed with water and sea salt for fear of damage, maybe the use of
intent is an easier way to cleanse them. As well as this, don’t underestimate
the power of crystals and gems. As with many things in life, size isn’t always
important, and of course, don’t sleep with Trinitite under your pillow.
Email Mick Moran: energydowsing@hotmail.com

Hugging

H

ugging is healthy. It helps the body’s immune system, it keeps you
healthier, it cures depression, it reduces stress, it induces sleep, it’s
invigorating, it’s rejuvenating, it has no unpleasant side effects, and hugging
is nothing less then a miracle drug.
Hugging is all natural. It is organic, naturally sweet, no pesticides, no
preservatives, no artificial ingredients and 100 percent wholesome.
Hugging is practically perfect. There are no movable parts, no batteries to
wear out, no periodic checkups, low energy consumption, high energy
yield, inflation proof, non-fattening, no monthly payments, no insurance
requirements, theftproof, non-taxable, non-polluting, and, of course, fully
returnable.
Source Unknown
12
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One Breath at a Time

A

couple of days ago someone mentioned an after death experience.
Listening to it made me recall an experience I had in 1972. No, I did
not die, nor did I come back from death, but nevertheless this experience
changed my perspective on life and completely erased a fear of death I
carried since childhood. Strangely, I had forgotten all about this experience,
but the recall came in one block. I guess this story has nothing to do with
dowsing as such, but much to do with awareness, which is a vital ingredient
of dowsing.
I was ‘imported’ from France in 1971 to work for a medical equipment
company. The work involved travelling to hospitals around Australia and
South East Asia, to install expensive and bulky blood analysis equipment.
Today, the same analysis is conducted with small, inexpensive hand-held
devices, but in those days the equipment was very complicated and required
much staff training. On one such training trip to Canberra with a colleague,
we left the hospital located on the lake, after the day’s work and returned
to our hotel. After dinner we retired to our respective rooms which were
separated by a locked door.
I went to bed and fell asleep. During the night something woke me up. At
first I did not know what had woken me, so I listened for some noise, but
there was none. I was going to roll over and fall asleep again, when I
realised that something was not right, I was just not sure what it was. I
slowly realized that I was not breathing, and I could not move my body.
I felt quite calm and decided to call my colleague, sleeping in the other
room. But I could not, no voice, no breath. OK, then “I will call my wife,
back home”. Again I could not. Another thought came “call a doctor”, but
same thing. The fact was: there was no breath in me. Something so familiar
and constantly overlooked was not present and was no longer available.
I then noticed that the energies were leaving my extremities. It looked a
bit like small armies retreating from my feet and hands, and starting the
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2010
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walk back to the centre of my tummy. I looked at the situation calmly, a
little detached. Then I noticed 3 small ‘characters’, oddly dressed, standing
on my right. The one furthest away from me was making a sign like to
pay attention, to go on, to do something. I was not quite sure what.
I looked again at the energies in my limbs, and at this time they had
retreated up to my knees and elbows, more had reached my stomach.
The second character on my right started to signal like there was some
urgency about the situation, I was supposed to do something, but I did
not know what it was. It seemed like a long time had passed since I woke
up, and I still could not breathe, there was just no breath there. I felt no
need to breathe but I did not feel panic either.
Then the third character on my right started to gesticulate, he was wearing
odd garments with a funny hat. He seemed to indicate that there was
extreme urgency, and I started to feel that, but without any fear at all. So
at that point, it seemed appropriate to call
for help, that seemed to appease the
characters a bit. So I went “Please God,
help me” nothing happened, actually it felt
a little flat and insincere. I tried again but
I could not muster the sincerity, it felt
hollow, insincere, just words in my mouth.
I noticed all of the energies had reach my stomach and were preparing to
leave. I looked at the characters on my right and they were frantic, with
gestures like “Go on, do it” but I was not sure how to go about it. Then all
of a sudden I felt a great push from within my heart and I heard the word
“Help”, just one word. I did not say it, it seemed that someone behind me
did, but at the same time someone who was a part of me, speaking with
total sincerity and depth. I was overwhelmed with the sincerity of the
voice. I really felt it could not stay unanswered.
Immediately I felt a presence, warm, rich and soothing. I had not felt any
fear, but now I could feel warmth. The presence somehow took a breath,
14
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as if from a shelf somewhere and presented it to me.
I took that breath and it felt like a million dollars. It came in slowly,
warming up my entire body, like a river of honey coming into my lungs.
I held it, so that it would not escape, but the presence demanded it back.
Reluctantly, I gave it back, holding onto it as much as I could, and it
slowly went out. Then nothing happened for quite a while. I waited in
anticipation for quite a while, then another breath was presented and
again I took it with delight. The joy of inhaling that breath was
indescribable, and again it was taken away. This process continued for a
long time. I lost awareness of the little characters, of the energy. Breathing
became a full time job and commanded all of my attention. I eventually
fell asleep, rocked by that lovely breath and the warmth it left in my chest.
I woke up the next morning feeling normal, I opened the curtains to let
the light in, and got a shock. The trees outside the window, the sky,
everything had a beautiful shine and unusually enhanced colors. Then I
remembered the previous night’s experience, and tried to focus on my
breath. The lovely feeling was still there, not as prominent, but still very
enjoyable.
Over a period of a week I slowly lost that awareness, but never the
appreciation for the gift of being alive. I know that in spite of our lack of
awareness, each breath we breathe is a gift presented to us, personally,
one at a time. I have no idea who the little characters were, or what the
presence was, I will not speculate, the point was that a gift was given
again and again without judgment or conditions.
Inevitably, one day, these gifts will stop coming, I am sure other gifts
await. But I have no fear for that moment. If only we could be more
aware, how much joy would we then experience? How different our lives
would be? The choice is ours.
Francois Capmeil
biotron@ozemail.com.au
www.orgoneaustralia.com.au
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2010
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Dowsing Dolphins
By Jim Lyons, reprinted from DowsingToday July 2010
Amazing Animal Behaviour
rom time to time, I scan the literature to find out the latest ideas on
animal behaviour, but navigation in particular. Despite numerous papers
involving the tracking of birds, hamsters, fish etc., I struggle to find the
word that readers of this Journal use all the time, Dowsing. Since the first
recording of history, the skill of pigeons to home in on their lofts has at least
been accepted as fact. However, in traditional fashion, academia continues
to investigate ‘acceptable’ ways in which the process may be explained.

F

The ‘in’ word currently appears to be ‘path integration’ which seems to be
a fancy phrase for what in my scouting days was called dead reckoning.
This is essentially a compass direction combined with measuring how far
one goes (usually stride lengths) and plotting the result on a map. The first
estimate is usually updated with local knowledge of the area, gleaned from
maps or personal information. Thus multiple sources of potential location
information are collated and a best estimate made.
In the world of technology, during the 1970s, a formalised mathematical
model known as a Kalman Filter, so called after its discoverer, was developed
for use in vehicles of all varieties, be it sea or land. Various sensors inputs
could be accommodated and their position and other data combined to
give overall best estimate of location, plus other relevant information.
These computer methods are readily implemented in standard computer
hardware as well as so called ‘Neural Networks’, which mimic the behaviour
of living systems. So, whereas no one has found a Kalman filter in an
animal to the best of my knowledge, the possibility of Mother Nature
having done something very similar is well on the cards!

16
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Seasonal Migration
It is the seasonal migration of birds and animal herds that have been most
studied. Certainly visual clues play a key part here. In the case of fish,
returning several thousands of miles to their spawning grounds, seems quite
a feat. No real visual clues here. However, in oceans and the atmosphere is
hosted a 3D network of energy lines which us Dowsers take for granted.
Although we are still struggling to identify the unique detection mechanism
within the body/brain which can identify this grid, since we are descended
from fish, there is absolutely no reason not to believe they too, and indeed
all other animals, possess a similar detection capability.
Assuming this, then every living thing has the ability to tap into this universal
energy field, in particular its regular periodic nature. In other words, the
ability to dowse is but the process of linking into this all pervading ‘GridNav’ system. This precedes the now well established ‘Sat Nav’ system by
millennia!
Animal ‘G
rid•N
av
ystems
‘Grid•N
rid•Nav
av’’ SSystems
Concentrating on the most highly developed marine mammals of the oceans,
namely the Cetaceans, whales,
dolphins and indeed porpoises
are the most well known.
These creatures most certainly
use earth related information
for navigation but also
demonstrate other very
significant characteristics
which are shared with humans.
Fig 1 In particular, the dolphin, of which there are some forty species, is
usually acknowledged as the most intelligent and friendly creature in the
oceans. It is this feature, together with its ability to manipulate its associated
energy field and interact directly with humans that distinguishes it from its
fellow sea creatures.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2010
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Dolphin Magic
Having suggested that, like other marine mammals, dolphins use ambient
earth energies to navigate; let us look at other characteristics this creature
possesses which show a clear relationship to Dowsing. I first took an interest
in this most elegant of creatures several decades ago in my workplace.
Professionally, it was my privilege to lead a team of engineers and scientists
responsible for the initial design of new aircraft. Needless to say, key to this
was the selection of the external profile of airborne vehicles to undertake
certain defined roles. As always in engineering, every decision is a
compromise, but the major design factor is always the aircraft’s external
profile.
Thus, a fast supersonic aircraft ended up looking rather sleek, as epitomised
by say Concorde. In the military field the RAF’s latest combat aircraft, the
Typhoon, although very aggressive
looking, retained many sleek
features such as swept wings and
carefully contoured fuselage
shape. Engineers frequently turn to
Mother Nature for guidance and
certainly, in this case the wonderful
elegant lines of the dolphin were
always an inspiration.
The fluid scenario in each case is clearly different; air in one, water in the
other, but nevertheless the flow characteristics are remarkably similar despite
the speed differences. A look at Fig.1 shows the dolphin in full flight, in this
case, taking a characteristic leap out of its usual habitat. It possesses a
remarkably smooth skin to the water, which endows it with very low drag.
It possesses what is termed laminar flow over most of its body, something
it actively controls.
We would term this in everyday language, streamlining. If aircraft designers
could achieve such a capability, then aircraft performance, particularly for
18
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airliners, would be significantly enhanced. Dolphins have no difficulty
keeping up with ships cruising at 20 plus knots.
Dolphin Bubble Rings
One other dolphin characteristic which totally fascinates fluid dynamicists
is their ability to blow ‘bubble rings’. This is a skill shared with certain
species of whale. Like a smoker who can blow smoke rings, the dolphin
blows ring shaped bubbles from a small blowhole above its nose. These
rings are shaped like a lifebuoy; the technical term for this bubble is a
‘toroidal vortex ring’. In fact all birds and fish create this shape when moving
in air or water. It is in fact universal, found in many branches of science.
Dolphins create bubble rings which are made of spinning air within the
water. Being less dense inside the ring relative to the water outside, it is
highly buoyant and this, coupled with the fact that it spins circumferentially,
imparts it with a linear forward velocity. After having been created, the ring,
because of friction in the water, starts to lose spin velocity, but by way of
compensation, the ring diameter increases to accommodate this energy
loss. This effect, entirely due to the physics of the dolphin’s environment,
leads to a rather delightful, if somewhat unexpected, social phenomenon.
A recent TV news announcement from a theme park in Florida released
details of dolphins playing with the bubble rings they created (Ref.2). In
fact, a common game is for two dolphins to take turns in blowing rings as
they swim in a circle. The lead dolphin blows a bubble then moves aside
leaving the bubble to grow in diameter. The second dolphin then dives
through the ‘hoop’ whereupon it too blows a second bubble leaving this for
the first dolphin to dive through. Bubble rings are fundamental to our
understanding of Earth Energies.
There are in fact now several ‘You Tube’ videos showing this social behaviour.
It is truly fascinating to watch. All this was presented as a new discovery, but
for me and many colleagues it was no surprise, having studied rising bubble
rings in water for nearly twenty years!
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International D
olphin Watch
Dolphin
In fact, the creation of bubble rings and their investigation has been
fundamental to our growing understanding of earth energies at both stone
and crop circles. The link between the two phenomena began for me in the
mid 1990s at an Alternative Therapy Exhibition held at Market Rasen
racecourse. I met there for the first time Dr. Horace Dobbs, who was
presenting his then relatively new work on the discovery that dolphins
when interacting with humans demonstrated a remarkable healing ability.
We compared notes on this phenomenon with the observed effects that
Lucy Pringle had discovered when studying the reaction of people to crop
circle energies. At the time, neither Horace nor myself had any definitive
answer, but I believe we can say well over a decade later that this is indeed
the case. We continue to collect data but already the Biophysics involved is
showing progressively more clearly the fundamentals of what we now term
‘The Subtle Energy Field’. It is in fact the basic energy field of the Cosmos
and is strongly linked to the universal field of consciousness. Horace has set
up the renowned International Dolphin Watch.
First H
and E
xperience
Hand
Experience
Until this year, I had some familiarity with dolphins and their remarkable
abilities but my first hand experience was somewhat limited. Some years
ago, I managed to scrounge a free afternoon from my more official activities
visiting the University of Florida. I went to the local Dolphin Park with the
aspiration of trying to measure the size of the energy field of its local
incumbents. This I felt was the key to the dolphin’s healing ability. 1 came
away feeling that, in my incredible naivety, I should have managed to acquire
at least some measurements.
It turned out that to assume they would stand still while I walked backwards
with rods trying to find the edge of their energy field was total nonsense.
They would approach and play around, but like naughty children, would
not stay still even for a few seconds! I came away with no hard data but a
comforting general feeling that whatever the size of their auras, they were
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deservedly considerably larger than my own. I resolved some day to do
better and try once again. This year, I finally made amends.
Talk To The Animals
My wife who is passionate about animal welfare had the opportunity last
year to swim with sea lions. For her this was an unforgettable happening.
As a result, she did however vow someday to do the same thing with dolphins.
It turned out that in spring this year we would visit one of the main dolphin
centres in the Caribbean. While she
spent time playing with the dolphins,
I went to a smaller pool in which
there were two 4-5 year old dolphins,
born in the park. Unlike my first
attempt to interact with dolphins, this
time I was better prepared. I had
acquired a good deal more experience
dealing with subtle energies and knew
at least what they essentially are.
A second key factor was my improving ability to communicate with animals.
Having cats in the home for over thirty years, I had learned a thing or two
about how to communicate with them. This is not about what they want
for tea, but, by using Dowsing and a ‘20 Question’ style of interaction, one
can readily understand much more about how they feel. Although one may
regard this as progress, even more innovative techniques would be needed
to interact positively with dolphins.
I had read about using images to communicate with domestic pets but had
not had much success until recently. With a younger female cat as part of
the household, I discovered she would react almost instantaneously to
questioning images 1 would throw at her. This has now become almost a
daily activity. I have since found I am able do this with farm animals and
even birds. It certainly does not work with every animal, but there is on
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many an occasion a clear two way communication. With this background,
would it work with dolphins?
This time when I tried interacting with the two young dolphins in a smaller
pool, just me and them, I found first of all that throwing images of them
swimming towards me led to them doing precisely that. One was particularly
responsive, the other not so enthusiastic.
I realise that asking them to blow
bubble rings for me was something of
a nonsense, since the water was far
from clear, and the depth of view was
but a foot or so. I did however see some
rings as they burst through the surface,
though they were not large due to the
limited depth of the pool. With the
lack of visual clarity in the water, I
realised I would not be able to see how
the dolphins pushed things through
the water.
While pondering over this, I realised
that the more active of the two dolphins was pushing a floating orange peel
all over the surface of the pool! This seemed to be the way it had found to
at least partially solve the difficulty of demonstrating how good it was at
controlling objects with the tiniest of corrective actions. As for measuring
aura size, I adapted the standard water divining technique of measuring
depth. Both dolphins obligingly stayed in fixed positions at my request
while I went through the procedure. These two young dolphins both had
energy fields measuring around 12.5 metres!
The whole experience was quite a unique opportunity for both my wife
and me and, needless to say, further similar ventures are in the early planning
stage.
22
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Reflections on Healing
This adventure confirmed my previous limited exposure to Dolphin Magic,
yet one topic in particular leaves much still to be investigated. This is the
topic of the dolphins’ ability to provide significant healing capability. It
surely must offer investigative opportunities to Dowsers generally, but
particularly for those specialising in healing. Since Horace Dobbs’ early
observations, much evidence has been assembled regarding this topic. A
key finding was the dolphin’s ability to heal emotional and other mind
related problems including depression and autism. The last few years have
shown that other animals have in varying degrees similar healing capabilities,
the case of horses and autism being particularly well publicised. The dolphin
however seems to generally be regarded as the leader as far as healing is
concerned.
It is how the dolphin adjusts the frequency structure of its field specifically
to meet the healee’s needs that is the fascinating factor.
We now know that the energy field holds the secret to healing. What remains
little understood is how dolphins on first encountering a ‘patient’ almost
immediately seem to understand what the problem is and how to help.
Rather surprisingly, dolphins in the wild seem to be rather better at this
than their pool resident colleagues. Any dolphin close encounter means
the person is totally immersed in the dolphin’s subtle field. It is how the
dolphin adjusts the frequency structure of its field specifically to meet the
healee’s needs that is the fascinating factor. Subjects report feeling vibrations
starting in their feet and progressively rising through their body All the time
the feeling is one of security and contentment.
Dolphins we know emit audible sound wave energy. Indeed, this is one
way in which dolphins communicate in their natural environment. To affect
the body at the cellular level, then a range of higher frequencies is needed
to resonate with the cell membranes. Yet, for Dowsing related effects,
extremely low frequencies are involved, below the Schumann resonance of
the Earth at around 8 cycles per second. It is this remarkable ability to
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‘create’ a wide spectrum of ambient frequencies that appears to be unique
to the dolphin, and that needs far greater research effort.
Ambient E
nergy F
ields
Energy
Fields
We are only just beginning to comprehend the importance of ambient
energy fields on people. We have seen the down side of the effects of mobile
phones for example on health. Yet, at the same time, we are starting to use
electrical signals of a specific frequency spectrum even to heal cancerous
cells. This technique, known in principle for decades, is only now beginning
to escape the clutches of the Pharmaceutical Industry, but is nevertheless
being effectively used on a hitherto small scale.
One can now buy so called ‘zappers’, which create a spectrum of frequencies
for human use capable of destroying a whole range of bacteria and viruses.
It appears dolphins have been there for millennia and together with their
brilliant ‘doctor patient’ skills are showing us how it should really be done.
Dowsers involved in this sort of research are only now starting to investigate
the topic of the global scaling of frequencies needed to study these health
problems. We do at least feel we are at last on the right track, though there
is a vast amount still to study, understand and apply. The dolphins are there
to help and show us what it is all about. More of us have to learn from them
how this unique healing process can be more widely applied. Yet, despite
this, Japanese fishermen continue to catch dolphins simply for the dinner
table. Surely, together we can all do better by taking lessons from dolphins
while doing our ultimate to protect this unique marine mammal.
Jim Lyons
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Scientific Dowsing Seminar Report

T

here was a full house last Sunday for Francois Capmeil’s seminar on
Scientific Dowsing, which is quite different from our normal mental
dowsing and requires special tools. The participants were provided these
tools on loan for the day. Most of the people either bought or ordered their
own tools by the end of the day.
Twenty members came from all over NSW, as far as Armidale. Everyone
had a brilliant time and couldn’t wait to get home and start their first practical
experiments in balancing their personal environment.
New dowsing tools were presented, and everyone experienced proper
dowsing response. Dr Ibrahim Karim, who is the world’s greatest exponent
of scientific dowsing said this: “Those who can see the invisible can do the
impossible.” Using the virtual cone pendulum, it is possible to discover the
energy qualities around us and to balance them for our benefit.
We were thrilled to learn that the Egyptians practised scientific dowsing, as
well as mental dowsing, that they understood and used the divine ratios
which govern the whole of life, and the evidence is open to all who bother
to study it.
Part of our job as a dowsing society is to educate our members and the
general public. That is one of the main reasons for running seminars.
Our next seminar in October will be about a new way of Dowsing the
Health Chart. Guy Kramhoft who has spent over 20 years refining a system
for testing blood, nutrition, toxicity etc will be the tutor. Guy is an original
researcher and has painstakingly worked his way through a series of
experiments, which will save the rest of us years of study. You should not
miss this one. Looking forward to seeing you there.
Noel
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Library News
Interesting websites:
www.earthclinic.com/ Folk remedies and holistic cures
http://borderlandresearch.com/
http://evp-itc-australia.org/
www.sacred-texts.com/download.htm Sacred Text Archive
http://thelastoutpost.com/video-1/alternative-science/stairways-toheaven.html
www.oneanswertocancermovie.com/

on Cancer

A remarkable site, with great insight
http://www.operationterra.com/index.html
A great website about finding inner peace and tranquility
www.wopg.org
‘Words of Peace’ is also available on TV, on community Channel TVS,
Thursday 11pm & Sunday 9:00am
Ne w Books
Many thanks to Gordon Willison for donating the
‘Pendulum Workbook’
Another book by Markus Schirner
‘If you want to heal yourself or others how do you select the best way to
go about it. A pendulum can tell you’
‘The Psychic Healing Book’ by Amy Wallace & Bill Henkin
Marilyn Smith
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Speaker for October 17th, 2010
You Talking to Me ?

T

he first thing Noel did after arriving
in Sydney in 1996 from England
was to join our Dowsers Society. He
has held every office in the Society
except vice-president and given a lot
of talks on dowsing and related subjects
ever since then.
His knowledge of the subject is
encyclopaedic and his fund of stories
delights our members as he presides over our monthly
meetings.
In the middle 80's Noel read a book called ‘Kinship with
All Life’ that started him on a fascinating journey. He began
to talk to various creatures and found that they heard and
responded.
In this talk Noel will explain how easy it is to make these
contacts, give us examples from his own experience and
encourage us to try it ourselves.

This should be a very exciting talk.
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